Homework
Tasks
Year 7
Drama

CHALLENGE

Developing

Securing

Exceeding

Write a list of skills you need in order to
succeed in drama lessons.

Create a spider diagram outlining 5 drama
keywords you have learnt including
definitions.

Write a reflection on a piece of drama
you have created in class. Focus on
your strengths and areas to develop.

Create a poster for your favourite
play/book/story.

Watch a section of your favourite
play/story on YouTube. Draw a storyboard
outlining your favourite scene.

List 5 different plays and write a
paragraph outlining the main points
in the story for one of the plays.

Create a spider diagram outlining the
different ways you can show
emotion/horror/tension in drama.

Create a spider diagram showing how you
would set a stage to show a haunted
house. Think about set, props, lighting &
sound.

Write a page of script introducing two
characters who are about to enter a
haunted house.

1

Progress Timeline: Loyalty to learning commendations
2

3

Homework
Tasks
Year 8
Drama

CHALLENGE

Developing

Securing

Exceeding

List the rules you need to follow in
drama in order to succeed in lessons.

Create a spider diagram of all the drama
keywords you can think of, including
definitions.

Write a reflection on a piece of drama
you have created in class. Focus on
your strengths and areas to develop.

Create a ticket and poster design for
the schools Christmas concert.

Write a book or play review of a book you
have read/play you have seen recently.

List 5 different Shakespeare plays and
write half a page outlining the main
points of one play you have
researched.

Create a spider diagram showing the
characteristics of an actor portraying
horror/excitement/comedy.

Outline the skills and identify the items you
would need in order to create a scene that
shows excitement/comedy/horror/tension.

Write a page of script introducing a
group of friends who dare each other
to play a prank.

Progress Timeline: Loyalty to learning commendations
1

2

3

Homework
Tasks
Year 9
Drama

CHALLENGE

Developing

Securing

Exceeding

Create a spider diagram identifying
the skills you need in order to
succeed in drama lessons.

Write down 10 different drama keywords
and definitions.

Write a reflection on a piece of drama
you have created within a group in
class. Focus on your strengths and
areas to develop.

Write a paragraph outlining why
costume, make up, lighting, sound,
set and props can enhance a piece of
drama.

Research 5 famous theatres in the UK.
Write a sentence for each outlining where
they are located and which performances
are usually shown there.

Create a spider diagram identifying
how you can use your voice and
physical skills in drama.

List the ways in which an actor can create
fear and anticipation during a monologue.

Watch a piece of drama (YouTube or
live) and write half a page evaluating
the performance. Think about the
actors, set, costume, lighting, sounds,
props.
Write a scene about a group of
friends about to embark on an
adventure. Think about how the
director and actors can create a sense
of adventure.

1

Progress Timeline: Loyalty to learning commendations
2

3

